
Jane Crathern, Student no. 512236, Understanding Painting Media 

1. “Flamenco” 
Navigation to the blog article - www.janecrathernupm.wordpress.com 
(Menu, Assignments, Assignment 1, scroll down to “Assignment 1”) 
 

Please set the work out in the order below, with no gaps between paintings. 
 

 
Associated work in the Sketchbooks: 

Book A D 

Tag A1, 1.3, 1.4) 1.3, A1 
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2. “Hands” 
Navigation to the blog article - www.janecrathernupm.wordpress.com 
(Menu, Coursework, Part 1, scroll down to Ex 1.2) 

 
Please set the work out as shown below 
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3. “Matchboxes” 
Navigation to the blog article - www.janecrathernupm.wordpress.com 
(Menu, Coursework, Part 2, scroll down to “Ex 2.3 Painting on 3d surface”) 

 

At Assessment ~ shake, touch, hear, open, spill and play 
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4. “Silver and Silk” – acrylic on aluminium 

Navigation to the blog article - www.janecrathernupm.wordpress.com 
(Menu, Assignments, Assignment 2, scroll down to “Assignment 2 and Reflection”) 

 
 

 
 

 
Support work in the Sketchbooks: 
Book B 
Tag A2 
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5. “Fire and ice – forest regeneration”- collection of photos of paintings made 

on sheets of ice, in acrylic ink, forest-fire charcoal and grated crayon  
Navigation to the blog article - www.janecrathernupm.wordpress.com 
(Menu, Coursework, Part 2, scroll down to “Ex 2.1 unusual painting media”) 

 
Painting on ice –  painting with time-based outcomes – transition from solid to liquid, from marks 
and lines drawn to organic shapes  as ice melts. From figurative to abstract.  As the ice melts, 

multiple variations of the painting form. 

 

   ——— 
…following a forest fire close by… the landscape burnt then regenerating…  as my ice melts, the 

parched landscape cools, green starts to appear, then flowers, blossom  and more fresh foliage recreate 

the forest landscape 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 Experimental support work in the Sketchbooks: 
Book B 
Tag 2.1 
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6. “Family Album”- book, monotype, watercolour, ink and thread on Japanese 

papers, silk and canvas 

Navigation to the blog article - www.janecrathernupm.wordpress.com 
(Menu, Assignments, Assignment 3” – see extract overleaf 

 “Early on in the project I knew I wanted to make a book and that it would contain paintings of my 

childhood family.  I was hoping to discover new things about myself and my feelings, at the same time as 

discovering new ways of painting and making.  But further than that I really didn’t know what I was 

doing or what I was going to do, and it was at this point I had to find a balance between planning and 

intuition. 

What this work, my Family Album, will mean to others clearly will not be the same as it means to me – 

others can read into it their own interpretations, but when I step back from it and try to see what I’ve 

made, I can see quite a difference between what I intended at the outset and what the work eventually 

became.  Gary Hume says in discussing paintings of his mum which he recently made, that he made an 

unexpected discovery:   “I thought I was making paintings of my mum, but it turned out quite quickly that 

it’s all about me.  I haven’t really given her her own identity. It is absolutely my mum from my eyes, from 

my emotional standpoint.” (royalacademy.org). 

I’ve made a book of paintings about my family that’s also about myself, a book with many layers both 

physical and of meaning and time.  The book is to be handled, the pages turned, the textures felt, 

to capture the relationship between sight and touch” 

 
Support work in the Sketchbooks: 
Book C 
Tag A3 and 3.1 to 3 
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7. “Drummer”- tondo, watercolour, coffee and yacht varnish on paper 

Navigation to the blog article - www.janecrathernupm.wordpress.com 
(Menu, Coursework, Part 4, scroll down to “4.3rondo with very fluid paint”) 
 

Support work in the Sketchbooks: 

Book C D B 

Tag 4.3, A4  2.1 (tondo, coffee 
on fabric) 

2.1 and 4.3 
(portraits in coffee) 

 
 
 

8. “Table by a window”- tondo, watercolour, on toned Indian khadi rag and fibre 

paper 
Navigation to the blog article - www.janecrathernupm.wordpress.com 
(Menu, Assignments, Assignment 4, scroll down to “Assignment 4”) 
 

Support work in the Sketchbooks: 

Book C D 

Tag A4 A4 
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9. “Neighbourhood project”- four collections 

 
i. Neighbours who’ve died 

ii. Neighbours who’ve been born 
iii. Neighbours’ gardens 
iv. Neighbourhood art trail 

 
 
In the blog articles I discuss my research process together with my technical and media 
decisions.  I would like my work to be assessed on grounds of process rather than the final 
outcomes alone - this becomes clear when looking at the art trail I set up with impromptu 
exhibitions in the areas of the works. 

 
Navigation to the blog articles 
 www.janecrathernupm.wordpress.com 
(Menu, Assignments, Assignment 5,) 
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9 (i) “Neighbours who’ve died”- 5 monotypes, oil paint on paper, mixed media 

Navigation to the blog article - www.janecrathernupm.wordpress.com 
(Menu, Assignments, Assignment 5, scroll down to “Neighbours who have died”) 
 
I sat and thought and reflected on each person, remembering what I knew 
or thought about them, what was good or beautiful in their lives, and jotted 
down a list of words that popped into my mind.  I would try to keep these 

thoughts in mind and to bring them out in my portraits and in the borders 
surrounding them. 
 
Please set the series out as shown below 
 

                                                                           
 

 
 

Support work in the Sketchbooks: 
Book C 
Tag A5 
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Jane Crathern, Student no. 512236 
Understanding Painting Media, Portfolio No. 9 (i) 
“Neighbours who have died”- prose poetry 
 

Ayşen – 
 

Birdal - Bird sky blue sun cool earth flash blue sheen 
gold bronze flutter honey sound mother 

kuş gök mavi güneş serin toprak şimşek mavi 
parlaklık altın tunç çırpma bal ses anne 

Feride –  

Daughter childramadan holiday clean wash water bread all together pray teacher 
lemon quince honey walnut olive good good hold fast Ramadan neighbour kız çocuk 

ramazan bayram temiz yık su ekmek hep beraber namaz öğretmen limon ayva bal çeviz 
zeytin iyi iyi tut oruç Ramazan komşu 

Eyup - Walk café village friend road hello! A thousand 
thanks snake man woman young dance drink merry yürü 
kahve köy dost yol merhaba! Bin kere teşekkür yılan erkek 

bayan genç oyna iç neşeli  

Sergül - Walk go search sky road neighbour far away golden sky 
blue breeze cool free gentle pomegranate field distance girl not-

mad mountain water gezme ayrıl, ufuk ara, gök mavisi, yol komşu 
dalgın altın esinti serin hür nazik nar çayır gelin dağlar pinar 
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9 (ii) “Neighbours who’ve been born”- ink on paper 

Navigation to the blog article - www.janecrathernupm.wordpress.com 
(Menu, Assignments, Assignment 5, scroll down to “Neighbours who have been born) 
 
Please set the group out as shown below 
 

 

Support work in the box – 12 studies from life 
Support work in the Sketchbooks: 
Book C A5 
Tag D A5 
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9 (iii) “Neighbours’ gardens”- watercolour, ink, gouache on paper 

Navigation to the blog article - www.janecrathernupm.wordpress.com 
(Menu, Assignments, Assignment 1, scroll down to “Assignment 1”) 
 
Please set the series out as shown below 
 

 
 

Support work in the Sketchbooks: 
Book C 
Tag 5.1, 5.2 
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9 (iv) “Neighbourhood art trail”- photograph collection 

Navigation to the blog article - www.janecrathernupm.wordpress.com 
(Menu, Assignments, Assignment 1, scroll down to “Assignment 1”) 
 
Please set the collection out in order (as numbered on the back of each photo) 
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